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Now a motion picture starring Victoria Justice!

From the New York Times bestselling authors of NICK & NORAH’S
INFINITE PLAYLIST, NAOMI AND ELY’S NO KISS LIST is the
quintessential Girl-Likes-Boy-Who-Likes-Boys story.

Naomi and Ely are best friends. Inseparable since childhood. Naomi is straight.
Ely is gay. Naomi dates guys who she claims to like. They’re okay, but she likes
Ely more.
 
To protect their feelings, Naomi and Ely created a No Kiss List—a list of people
neither of them is allowed to kiss under any circumstances. Naomi’s latest
boyfriend Bruce isn’t on that list. But he probably should have been. Because
when Ely kisses Bruce, it breaks Naomi’s heart. The result? A rift of universal
proportions. Can these best friends come together again, or will this be end of
Naomi and Ely: the Institution?

Told in alternating voices using an array of emoticons and symbols by co-authors
Rachel Cohn and David Levithan, co-author of WILL GRAYSON, WILL
GRAYSON with John Green (THE FAULT IN OUR STARS), NAOMI AND
ELY’S NO KISS LIST is the ultimate offbeat story about leaving room for every
kind of love.

From the Hardcover edition.
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Grade 9 Up—A witty and highly entertaining exploration of love, friendship, and misunderstanding. Like
Nick & Norah's Infinite Playlist (Knopf, 2006), the story is told from alternating points of view and is about
teens living in Manhattan. Gorgeous Naomi and her best friend, the equally gorgeous and gay Ely, have been
neighbors and soul mates since childhood, and in order to protect their relationship, they have created a list
of people who are absolutely off limits for kissing. The list is meant to be "insurance against a Naomi and
Ely breakup," but when Ely kisses Naomi's boyfriend Bruce the Second, it sets off a chain of events that
causes a major rift in their longstanding relationship. As the story progresses, Naomi comes to realize that
the true reason she is so upset with Ely is not so much that he is romantically involved with her former
boyfriend as it is that she has finally acknowledged that things are never going to turn out the way she has
envisioned them. Major and minor characters begin new relationships and redefine old ones. The themes of
sexual exploration and sexual identity, as well as strong language, which is entirely appropriate for the
characters and setting, make this a book for older teens, who will love the oh-so-hip music and pop-culture
references. They will also love the main characters, who are smart and sophisticated college freshmen, but
also very fallible, and will empathize with their confusion as they attempt to sort out their relationships and
themselves.—Kathleen E. Gruver, Burlington County Library, Westampton, NJ
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
NYU freshmen Naomi and Ely have been BFF's since the cradle. Their friendship has even survived an affair
between Naomi's dad and one of Ely's moms. But all that changes when Ely impetuously kisses Bruce,
Naomi's boyfriend. When Bruce decides he wants to be with Ely, Naomi is forced to confront the romantic
feelings she's always had for her best friend, despite their shared preference for boys. Naomi's chapters are
littered with icons that are more distracting than engaging, but teens will be be burning the CD playlists
swapped between characters even before the book ends. Told in a chorus of first-person voices,
including Naomi and Ely as well as friends who are forced to choose sides, this loquacious relationship tale
will date quickly, but that won't keep the authors' legions of fans from wanting it yesterday. What is timeless
is Ely's hard won epiphany: "Things that matter are not easy . . . Saying you're friends is easy. Being friends
is not." Hubert, Jennifer

About the Author
Rachel Cohn's novels include Gingerbread, Shrimp, Cupcake, and Pop Princess. She lives and writes
wherever she can find an outlet for her laptop.

David Leviathan's novels include Boy Meets Boy, The Realm of Possibility, Are We There Yet?, and Wide
Awake. He lives in New Jersey.

From the Hardcover edition.

Users Review

From reader reviews:
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Donna Miller:

The guide with title Naomi and Ely's No Kiss List has a lot of information that you can learn it. You can get
a lot of profit after read this book. That book exist new understanding the information that exist in this e-
book represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the
improvement of the world. This book will bring you inside new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the
e-book on your own smart phone, so you can read the idea anywhere you want.

David Hernandez:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or perhaps 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
skill or thinking skill possibly analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book when
compared with can satisfy your short space of time to read it because all of this time you only find book that
need more time to be go through. Naomi and Ely's No Kiss List can be your answer because it can be read by
a person who have those short extra time problems.

Michael Johnson:

That book can make you to feel relax. That book Naomi and Ely's No Kiss List was bright colored and of
course has pictures around. As we know that book Naomi and Ely's No Kiss List has many kinds or genre.
Start from kids until teens. For example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and think that you are the
character on there. Therefore not at all of book are generally make you bored, any it offers you feel happy,
fun and unwind. Try to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading that.

Clarence Jenkins:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got pupils? We believe that that query was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you know that
little person including reading or as looking at become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important in addition to book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except
your own teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update regarding something by book. Amount types of
books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is this Naomi and Ely's No Kiss List.
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